Fan Speed Control, Rotary/3speed/1.5amp, White

- Since the development of variable fan speed controls, many fans have made an annoying humming noise when their speed was reduced. Through the use of specially designed capacitive circuitry, these units can control fans at 3- or 4-speed levels in slide, rotary, and dual styles with virtually no fan motor noise.

GENERAL INFO
Color: White
Product Series: TradeMaster
Type: Rotary
Special Features: De-Hummer

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
CSA Listing Info: Yes
CUL Listing No: No
cULus: No
cURus: No
Federal Spec: No
UL Listing No: Yes
UN SPSC: 39121502
UR: No

DIMENSIONS
Weight: 0.27167

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Volts: 120V

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: MEXICO
Since the development of variable fan speed controls, many fans have made an annoying humming noise when their speed was reduced. Through the use of specially designed capacitive circuitry, these units can control fans at 3- or 4-speed levels in slide, rotary, and dual styles with virtually no fan motor noise.

**Buy American Act Status:** Trade Agreement Act Compliant